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the Ice Condenser Ice Mass Technical Specification, and TSTF-429, Rev. 0 
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Gentlemen: 

On September 18, 2001, the Ice Condenser Utility Group (ICUG) submitted the subject 
Topical Report ICUG-00 1, Rev. 0 to the NRC for review and approval. Subsequently, the 
NEI Technical Specification Task Force submitted related TSTF-429 to the NRC for 
approval as well. By letter dated May 16, 2002, the NRC staff provided questions 
regarding the subject Topical Report and TSTF-429. On May 21, 2002, the NRC Lead 
Project Manager and Reviewers attended a telecon with members of ICUG in order to 
clarify the staffs questions regarding the Topical Report and the TSTF-429 submittal.  
Enclosed are formal responses to each of the staffs questions.  

The enclosed information should resolve all outstanding issues related to the review of 
Topical Report ICUG-001, Rev. 0 and TSTF-429, Rev. 0.  

The Topical Report will be revised and re-issued upon receipt of the Safety Evaluation 
Report to incorporate those revisions described in the enclosure, as appropriate.  

If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact the undersigned 
at (704) 382-3970 or rslytton(duke-energy.com.  

Sincerely,

R. S. Lytton 
Chair, Ice Condenser Utility Group

Enclosure

xc(w/enclosure): Ron Hernan (addressee only, 10 copies) 
Document Control Desk (one copy)
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Enclosure

Responses to Request for Additional Information 
Topical Report ICUG-001, Rev. 0 and TSTF-429 

General Comment 
The proposed surveillance requirements for ice bed ice mass described by topical report ICUG
001, Rev. 0 and TSTF-429 are generated to be in alignment with the established and documented 
design basis for the ice condenser system, which entails protection of containment and 
containment structures via mitigation of post-accident high energy steam-related pressure 
increases in both the short-term (blowdown) phase and the long-term (post-blowdown) phase of a 
Design Basis Accident (DBA). The purpose of the proposed surveillance requirements is to ensure 
that the amount of ice available will provide sufficient pressure suppression to maintain the peak 
containment pressure following a DBA below the containment design pressure. The key safety 
parameters for the bounding safety analyses at each ice condenser plant related to the surveillance 
requirements proposed by topical report ICUG-001, Rev. 0 and TSTF-429 are represented by: 

1. A minimum total amount of ice in the ice bed, and 
2. Adequate distribution of this ice.  

These parameters are also the basis for the current version of the surveillance requirements, and as 
such have been reviewed by the staff previously.  

Much of the following information related to Topical Report ICUG-001, Rev. 0 involves Licensee 
actions in both the technical specification arena (i.e., 10CFR50.36), and the maintenance arena 
(i.e., 10CFR50, Appendix B). The topical report refers to existing industry-wide practices related 
to the maintenance of ice condenser ice mass as the Active Ice Mass Management program 
(AIMM), which is a new term for the existing maintenance program. These plant-specific 
maintenance practices have historically proven to be successful in establishing and maintaining 
adequate ice mass and distribution in the ice beds. Formal plant-specific documentation of them 
will be a part of the implementation plan for the proposed surveillance requirements.  

Page 0-1, 2nd paragraph of the topical report indicated that the process of replenishing the ice 
baskets to restore ice bed mass based on the monitoring of varying sublimation rates during the 
cycle is the basis of the Active Ice Mass Management (AIMM) concept. The topical report also 
indicated that it will revise and maintain the Technical Specifications (TS) to accommodate 
AIMM methodology.  

A. How does the AIMM methodology relate to the improved TS? 

Response 
As described in the topical report, plant-specific maintenance practices relating to the ice bed mass 
are comprised of: 1) Licensee awareness of predicted ice bed mass characteristics at any point in 
time via knowledge of ice bed sublimation rates confirmed over many operating cycles, and 2) de 
facto ice bed replenishment philosophy, which replaces needed ice mass each outage by selecting 
baskets based on each basket's sublimation rate trend. In essence, the maintenance practices ensure 
adequate ice mass exists for the entire operating cycle length (and often much longer), while the 
surveillance requirements delineate the limited conditions for operability. This is a much improved 
technical specification/operability approach (and consistent with the LOCFR50.36 definition) since 
it emphasizes the responsibility for maintaining operability of the ice bed rests with the Licensees' 
maintenance process through 10CFR50, Appendix B, while the proposed surveillance 
requirements assure the necessary quality of the ice bed is being adequately maintained. As such,
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plant-specific ice bed maintenance practices are, and must remain, active, i.e., monitoring of 
sublimation rates and ice basket masses is an ongoing process from cycle to cycle.  

As a result of the linkage between plant-specific maintenance practices and the TS, the proposed 
surveillance requirements are also simplified, as described in the topical report (see Table 0-1).  
Notably, the proposed ice mass surveillances are to be performed in an as-found (pre
maintenance) condition, which assures the design basis limits (limited conditions for operability) 
for the ice bed are met in a depleted condition for each surveillance interval. This assessment 
would generally take place during, or just prior to, a refueling outage. The proposed surveillance 
requirements are, by themselves, adequate to detect any unexpected degradation of ice mass that 
would challenge the design basis limits. In comparison, the current ice mass surveillances are 
performed in the as-left condition, which assures the design basis limits plus specified sublimation 
allowances are met. The current surveillance requirements also rely on plant-specific maintenance 
practices to identify any as-found conditions that might challenge the design basis limits.  
Performing the proposed surveillance in the as-found condition enhances the ability to 
demonstrate the ice bed is capable of performing its specified function in a depleted state, which is 
a simpler alignment with verifying that the initial conditions of the safety analysis are always 
maintained.  

B. Please describe the typical AIMM methodology in ice management, for example, how the 
AIMM will monitor sublimation rates. Is monitoring continuous or periodic? If it is 
periodic, how often will it be? What criteria would be used in determining inadequate ice 
mass within some ice basket? During the operating cycle, what are the ice replenishment 
procedures immediately following an indication of inadequate ice mass within some ice 
baskets? Provide copies of these procedures.  

Response 
Domestic ice condenser plants have been amassing ice basket mass and sublimation data for many 
years, partly as a result of original and current technical specification requirements, but also as a 
result of augmented ice mass determination to facilitate maintenance program effectiveness. In 
this sense, the monitoring of ice mass depletion rates is periodic, occurring each time the plants 
perform periodic maintenance-related ice basket mass determination (weighing) procedures.  

Since ice mass depletion rates tend to be linear and consistent over time, with sufficient historical 
data the mass of ice in any basket can be predicted, as described in Chapter II of the topical report.  
If an anomaly occurs that could cause ice mass depletion rates to differ from those expected (e.g., 
minor steam leaks in containment that are sufficient to open the Inlet Doors), discovery would 
come from either Control Room indicators, current ice bed temperature surveillance requirements 
or frequent procedurally-mandated online ice condenser inspections performed by plant staff, and 
resolution would come from a plant's Corrective Action Program. In general, current technology 
and technical specification controls (e.g., flow area blockage surveillance) do not allow 
replenishment of ice mass in baskets on-line, as this is currently performed industry-wide only 
during Unit shutdowns. Should a condition develop which caused a loss of reasonable assurance 
of meeting the proposed surveillance requirements, the remedial actions of current Technical 
Specifications will be adequate to direct placing the Unit in a safe mode of operation as necessary.  

Current plant-specific maintenance philosophy assures ice bed quality via a per-basket projection 
of future ice mass. Using the historical sublimation rates described earlier, a projection of future 
ice basket mass is made after an assessment of the basket's current (pre-maintenance) mass is 
performed. The lower limit of this projection is compared to the surveillance requirement. If the 
basket is determined to have sufficient ice in it to last another cycle without challenging this limit, 
then the basket is left as-is. If there is not sufficient ice in the basket, it is scheduled for service and 
replenished. After all appropriate ice baskets are replenished, the as-left surveillance requirements 
(which currently include a uniform sublimation allowance for all baskets regardless of ice bed 
position) are verified to be met with 95% confidence. If, under the current surveillance, a "light"
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basket is discovered, then the individual masses of twenty additional ice baskets from the vicinity 
of the light basket are added to the mass of the light basket and averaged; this result is then 
inserted into the statistical analysis as the 95% confidence mean for that sample. This entire 
maintenance/surveillance process, successfully used industry-wide for many collective operating 
cycles, assures that the overall ice bed mass is actively managed to the surveillance requirement 
limits. This inherently protects the overall DBA analysis parameters, and is the foundation of the 

proposed ice mass surveillance requirements described by topical report ICUG-00 land TSTF-429.  

Under the proposed ice mass surveillance requirements, formal documentation of existing ice 
mass maintenance practices would be part of plant-specific TS implementation, since these 
practices would now become directly associated with satisfying the as-found (pre-maintenance) 
surveillance requirements and assuring compliance with the limited conditions for operability.  
Since the proposed surveillance requirement limits no longer contain sublimation or error 
allowances and limit individual ice basket mass to the blowdown minimum discussed below, these 
allowances and the methodology by which they are determined would also be formally 
documented at each plant. An acceptable method that is expected to be utilized would entail each 
plant locating an established plant specific criteria for selecting baskets for ice mass replenishment 
in procedures that are maintained per 1OCFR50, Appendix B and 1OCFR50.59. A copy of such 
procedures is not currently available, since these criteria will be established prior to the first use of 

such procedures following implementation of the proposed surveillance requirements.  

As discussed in the topical report, current plant-specific maintenance philosophy will remain 
consistent with the implementation of the proposed ice mass surveillance requirements; in the 
framework of the proposed version, the mean ice mass in each Radial Zone (as opposed to each 
ice basket) will be actively managed to meet or exceed the overall design basis limit defined by 
the DBA analysis parameters at the end of each cycle. The process of managing the ice mass will 
be directed by plant-specific instructions or procedures per 10CFR50, Appendix B, with any 
changes to this process controlled per the rules of 1OCFR50.59.  

As described by the proposed ice mass surveillance requirements, an individual ice basket in the 
bed is only deficient if it contains less than the minimum required amount of ice to prevent a 
"burn-through" scenario during the blowdown phase of a DBA (generally around [400] lb of ice).  
This limit is an absolute per sample basket limit; sampled basket masses are not averaged to show 
compliance with it as is done in the Radial Zone limit case. The overall DBA analysis parameters 
(i.e., short-term + long-term response) will be protected by those plant-specific maintenance 

procedures that manage the per basket ice mass in a given Radial Zone to the ice mass required by 
the overall DBA analysis limits (in the proposed generic version, this is a uniform [782,136] lb of 
ice per Radial Zone, corresponding to a mean mass of about [1207] lb per basket), and verified by 
the random sampling plan outlined in Chapter III of the topical report. As discussed therein, 
overall operability of the ice bed is assured with 95% confidence by computing the total mass of 
ice in each of the three defined Radial Zones, as determined by a random statistical sampling of 
individual baskets and determining the 95% confidence mean (Ri-J).  

Since ice mass depletion rates in these Zones are well known, replenishment of sublimated ice 
during an outage (active mass management) assures that the ice bed will be capable of performing 
its safety function at any time during the cycle.
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C. At the beginning of an operating cycle, what is the amount of ice to be added to the ice 
condenser by AIMM methodology to account for the sublimation? How does AIMM 
methodology determine this amount? 

Response 
Specific processes for determining ice mass replenishment scope during a refueling outage vary 
from plant to plant, but generally they utilize as-found augmented ice mass determination as 
described previously in the response to question #1B.  

By using historical sublimation rates for these baskets, the mass of ice in the baskets at any time in 
the future can be predicted (see Chapter II of the topical report). If this prediction shows an ice 
basket mass will not continue to support the limited conditions delineated by the surveillance 
requirements until the next scheduled outage, the basket is serviced prior to the operating cycle.  
Once the basket is serviced, its increased mass is determined to verify the condition. This is a 
fundamental aspect of existing plant-specific maintenance philosophy, and reflects long-standing 
industry-wide practice. Upon implementation of the proposed as-found surveillance requirements, 
maintenance of the ice bed to ensure the appropriate amount of ice mass is restored prior to each 
operating cycle will be included in plant-specific instructions or procedures per 1OCFR50, App. B, 
with any changes controlled per the rules of 10CFR50.59.  

2. Describe how your proposed implementation of AIMM methodology will ensure that the ice 
inventory will remain adequate to mitigate accidents throughout the operating cycle.  

Response 
The as-found surveillance proposed by the revised surveillance requirements verifies that a plant's 

maintenance philosophy sustains sufficient ice mass in the baskets to assure the design basis limits 
are not challenged during an operational cycle. By showing that the ice mass in the bed at the end 
of a cycle is still adequate to maintain operability, the as-found (pre-maintenance) surveillance 
provides a level of assurance that an as-left (post maintenance) surveillance could not. As 
discussed previously, plant-specific maintenance practices will maintain the required quality of the 
ice bed and protect the DBA analysis parameters, and the proposed ice mass surveillance 
requirements will assure the necessary quality of the ice bed for the entire cycle. This approach is 
also more consistent with the 10CFR50.36 definition of a limiting condition of operation as "the 
lowest functional capabilities or performance levels of equipment." The as-found ice mass 
surveillance is currently a portion of the D.C. Cook Nuclear Plant TS (Reference TAC Nos.  
MA6766 and MA6767).  

The first performance of the proposed as-found surveillance requirements will be at the end of the 
same operating cycle for which the current as-left surveillance was performed. Therefore, an 
opportunity is provided to verify the adequacy of the maintenance of the ice bed prior to the 
beginning of the first operating cycle after implementation of the new surveillance requirements.  
Maintenance activities which affect the quality of the ice bed are directed by instructions or 
procedures consistent with 10CFR50, Appendix B, Criterion V. Changes to this maintenance that 
could potentially affect the quality of the ice bed are controlled by the rules of lOCFR50.59.  
Therefore, the first performances of the proposed surveillance requirements will confirm that 
existing maintenance is adequate to maintain the required ice inventory necessary to mitigate 
accidents throughout the operating cycle. Any changes to this maintenance will not adversely 
affect the necessary quality as controlled by the rules of 10CFR50.59, and assured by subsequent 
performances of the proposed surveillances.  

3. Page 0-2, last paragraph of the report indicated that the alternate sample basket is selected from 
the vicinity of the initial sample. The alternate selection criteria have been designed around the 
Radial Zone concept, in which baskets in the same Radial Zone generally have similar mass.  
Alternate selections are representative of initial selections as long as they have the same
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probability of being selected as an initial selection and can be expected to have similar 
characteristics as an initial selection.  

The staff finds that the alternate selection criteria were based on the assumptions of having similar 
mass and same probability of being selected. However, the baskets in the inner Zone C may not 
satisfy the above assumptions. First, it appears that the baskets in Radial Zone C (rows 7, 8, and 9) 
may not have similar mass. This is based on the staff's observation of Table 1-1 and Figure 1-2 of 
the report that significant differences in sublimation rates appear among rows 9, 8, and 7.  
Secondly, as shown in Table A-I of the report, significantly more frozen ice baskets exist in row 9 
than in rows 8 or 7. Therefore, a higher probability exists for selecting an alternate non-frozen 
basket from row 7 or 8 than for selecting a frozen basket in row 9. This is not consistent with the 
assumption that the alternate selection methodology "have the same probability of being selected 
as an initial selection and can be expected to have similar characteristics as an initial selection." 
Please provide an explanation of why these two deviations from the above assumptions of 
alternate selection criteria will or will not affect the accuracy of the weight measurement.  

Response 
The Radial Zone groupings described by the topical report and TSTF-429 are: 

Op- Radial Zone A: Rows 7, 8, and 9 (innermost Rows next to the Crane Wall) 
P' Radial Zone B: Rows 4, 5, and 6 (middle Rows of the ice bed) 
0- Radial Zone C: Rows 1, 2, and 3 (outermost Rows next to Containment).  

The topical report's reference to the probability of an ice basket being initially selected for the 
95% confidence sample analysis is based on a blind, random sampling strategy that includes all 
rows of the ice bed, including Rows 3, 5, and 7 (the current surveillance requirement excludes 
these rows). Therefore, when the End-of-Cycle (as-found) surveillance is performed under the 
proposed version, each basket in the Radial Zone under surveillance has the same probability of 
being initially selected as any other ice basket in the Zone. This sampling technique will generally 
result in a normal distribution (as noted in the topical report), with the required 95% confidence in 
the total mass of the Zone assured by the "Student's t-test" approach. It is also true that for a given 
Row 9 initial sample selection, the probability of this basket being frozen is higher than in any 
other row. However, as Figure 0-1 in the topical report schematically shows, prior to alternate 
basket selection alternative means for determining the mass of the originally selected frozen 
basket will be utilized if available (e.g., manual lifting, ICEMANT" projection, Visual Inspection).  
Alternate selection of another ice basket as a statistical replacement would typically indicate that 
the original selection is obstructed and its mass cannot be determined for the purposes of the 
surveillance. Therefore, the alternate selection criteria were developed based on the similar 
sublimation behavior of baskets in the same Radial Zone and the need to preserve the random 
sampling of local areas in the ice bed for discovery of any gross deficiencies.  

The Radial Zone grouping philosophy considers that baskets in the same Radial Zone will 
sublimate through their operating "lives" to approximately the same mean mass. Because of the 
noted sublimation differences between rows, baskets in Radial Zone A (and the other Zones) are 
actively managed to the design basis limit such that every basket in the Zone inherently contains a 
generally similar mass at the end of the operating cycle. This is due to different replenishment 
frequencies, a process which has the effect of converging the mean basket mass in a given Zone.  
Since Row 9 baskets are characteristically the most likely to be frozen and have higher 

sublimation than baskets in other rows, the beginning-of-cycle mass of stored ice in this row is 
typically higher than in Row 7 or Row 8. Therefore, it is likely that an alternate selection of 
another sample basket from Row 7 or Row 8 would contain the same, or conservatively less, 
stored ice than that of a Row 9 basket in the as-found condition.  

In practice, localized groups of baskets along the same Row will also sublimate at different rates, 
depending on their proximity to specific heat sources (such as the End Walls). This effect, 
however, generally extends to the other baskets in the vicinity (see Figure 1-2 in the topical
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report), further supporting the proposed alternate selection strategy, which not only limits the 
alternate selection to the same Radial Zone as the original selection, but also to the same Bay.  

In addition to the above, frequency restrictions were established in the alternate selection criteria 
so that the statistical validity of the 95% confidence sample would be further protected. The 
criterion established in the topical report prohibits the repeat use of an ice basket which was 
analyzed as an alternate in any of the three most recent surveillances that included the Bay-Zone 
involved. This restriction, coupled with the potential of multiple statistical sample selections from 
a single Bay-Zone (which would further reduce the availability of available alternates), ultimately 
requires that plants have access to as many baskets as possible for the determination of mass.  

The combination of this alternate selection criteria and active management of the ice bed assures a 
95% confidence level in the total mass of ice in any Radial Zone and protects the ice bed from 
localized gross deficiencies.  

4. Page 0-3, 3rd paragraph of the report indicated that the blowdown phase requirement stipulates a 
minimum mass of ice for each of the baskets so that a minimum amount of ice is verified to be 
present. Further, the blowdown mass is based on the data from the original Westinghouse Waltz
Mill testing.  

A. Explain how plant-specific minimum mass of ice for each of the baskets is derived from 
the blowdown data of the original Westinghouse Waltz-Mill testing. Provide the referred 
testing data and a description of the testing.  

Response 
The original surveillance requirements for ice mass included a provision for a "light" basket as 
follows: 

"If a basket is found to contain < [ 1400] lb of ice, a representative sample of 
20 additional baskets from the same bay shall be weighed. The average 
weight of ice in these 21 baskets (the discrepant basket and the 20 additional 
baskets) shall be > [1400] lb at a 95% confidence level." 

The above Technical Specification provision does not define a minimum ice mass for an 
individual basket. However, this provision does assure no local area is grossly deficient by 
assuring the mean mass of 21 baskets in the affected bay offsets the discrepancy of the light 
basket.  

The proposed surveillance requirements provide a minimum ice mass limit for an individual 
basket defined by each plant's safety analysis (WCAP-15699, Rev. 1, "TVA Watts Bar Nuclear 
Plant Unit 1 Containment Integrity Analyses for Ice Weight Optimization Report," August 2001, 
describes a similar approach previously reviewed by the staff). By establishing this minimum 
requirement on an individual basket basis, the mass distribution requirements of the safety 
analysis are more specifically addressed.  

The UFSAR for each of the domestic ice condenser plants contains a summary of ice bed DBA 
response as predicted by both the TMD analysis and full scale testing performed by Westinghouse 
at the Waltz-Mill Facility in 1968, and again in 1973. The ice melt predictions for the ice beds 
during the blowdown and long-term phases of the DBA are shown graphically, and indicate the 
total mass of ice that is consumed during each phase. For example, for McGuire Nuclear Station, 
the ice bed DBA response for the peak containment pressure transient is represented by the 
attached Figure 1 (corresponding figures from the other domestic ice condenser plants are 
referenced in the response to question #4B).
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From Figure 1, the end of the blowdown phase (i.e., from t=0 sec to approximately t=30 sec) 
shows a total ice melt of about [560,000] lb, which is equivalent to about [288] lb of ice per 
basket. This represents the minimum amount of ice per basket that will withstand the blowdown 
phase of the DBA, essentially preventing the "burn-through" scenario described in the topical 
report. Similarly, for the other ice condenser plants: 

"* Catawba Nuclear Station minimum blowdown ice mass = [288] lb/basket 
"* Sequoyah Nuclear Plant minimum blowdown ice mass = [325] lb/basket 
"* Watts Bar Nuclear Plant minimum blowdown ice mass = [313] lb/basket 
"* D.C. Cook Nuclear Plant minimum blowdown ice mass = [334] lb/basket 

The Westinghouse full scale Waltz-Mill Facility tests referred to in the topical report are 
documented in a series of proprietary WCAPs as follows: 

I' WCAP-8110, Supplement 6: "Test Plans and Results for the Ice Condenser System 
Ice Condenser Full-Scale Section Test at the Waltz-Mill Facility", May 1974.  
This supplement to WCAP-8 110 describes the facility test apparatus, procedures, data 
acquisition, instrumentation, test scale factors, and blowdown system capabilities for the 
initial series of tests run in 1968. In addition, it discusses the Transient Mass Distribution 
(TMD) model predictions for the tests, the blowdown analysis, and test results.  

10- WCAP-8110, Supplement 7: "Test Plans and Results for the Ice Condenser System 
Answers to AEC Questions on Report WCAP-8282", May 1974.  
This supplement to WCAP-8 110 addresses responses to AEC issues on the Waltz-Mill 
testing described by WCAP-8282. Covered are the TMD ice melt predictions for the 
Waltz-Mill tests, issues related to hardware, moisture entrainment, water film on ice 
condenser surfaces, and bed exit temperatures.  

so WCAP-8282: Final Report Ice Condenser Full-Scale Section Tests at the Waltz-Mill 
Facility", February 1974.  
This report describes the two blowdown test series performed by Westinghouse at the 
Waltz-Mill Facility (1968 and 1973), including test descriptions, results, and analysis.  

P. WCAP-8282, Addendum 1: "Answers to AEC Questions on Report WCAP-8282", 
May 1974.  
This addendum also addresses responses to AEC questions on the Waltz-Mill testing.  
Covered are the TMD ice melt predictions, hardware issues, LOTIC parameter studies, 
mass and energy balances for the facility, and resulting ice melt calculations.
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Figure 1 

Peak Containment Pressure Transient - Ice Melted (McGuire Nuclear Station)

100001 10 100 1000 
Time (seconds)

(Reference: McGuire Nuclear Station Updated Final Safety 
Analysis Report, Revision 10/14/00, Chapter 6, Figure 6-12.)
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B. Provide a sample referenced Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) by giving a specific 
section in the FSAR for a specific plant.  

Response 
As noted in the topical report References section (pages R-1 and R-2, references 14 through 18), 
for each of the five domestic ice condenser plants the applicable specific UFSAR sections 
describing blowdown phase ice bed DBA response are: 

"* Duke Energy Corp., McGuire Nuclear Station Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, 
Revision 10/14/00, Section 6.2.1.1.3, "Loss of Coolant Accident Design Evaluation." 
Applicable figure is Figure 6-12, "Peak Containment Pressure Transient - Ice Melted." 

"* Duke Energy Corp., Catawba Nuclear Station Updated Final Safety Analysis Report, 
Revision 4/8/00, Section 6.2.1.1.3, "Loss of Coolant Accident Design Evaluation." 
Applicable figure is Figure 6-10, "Peak Containment Pressure Transient - Ice Melted." 

"* Tennessee Valley Authority, Sequoyah Nuclear Plant Updated Final Safety Analysis 
Report, Revision 5/4/98 (Rev. 14), Section 6.2.1.3.4, "Containment Pressure Transient 
Long Term Analysis." Applicable figure is Figure 6.2.1-19, "Sequoyah Units 1 & 2, 
Containment Integrity Analysis." 

"* Tennessee Valley Authority, Watts Bar Nuclear Plant Updated Final Safety Analysis 
Report, Amendment 2, Section 6.2.1, "Containment Functional Design." Applicable 
figure is Figure 6.2.1-4, "Melted Ice Mass." 

"* American Electric Power Co., Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant Updated Final Safety 
Analysis Report, Revision 17.0, Section 5.3, "Ice Condenser," and Section 14.3.4, 
"Containment Integrity Analysis." Applicable figure is Figure 14.3.4-10, "LOCA Mass 
and Energy Release Containment Integrity Ice Melt Transient".  

5. Page I-1, 4th paragraph of the report stated that the minimum blowdown ice mass is required to 
prevent a "bum-through" of the ice bed. This could cause a chimney effect in one or more ice 

condenser bays, thereby providing a path for steam to bypass the ice in the bed and get into the 
upper containment without being condensed. The Ice Condenser Utility Group (ICUG) established 
the minimum ice mass requirement based on the minimum ice mass required during "blowdown" 
phase of a postulated accident.  

Why is the minimum ice based on the blowdown phase (<50 sec) only, instead of throughout the 
course of the accident? The peak containment pressure occurred much later (>1000 sec) than the 
end of blowdown following a design basis loss-of-coolant accident in an ice condenser 
containment. The "burn-through" could happen after blowdown phase and could affect the peak 
containment pressure. If ICUG assumes that post-blowdown burn-through has no impact on the 
peak containment pressure, please justify this assumption by analyses or testing data. A simple 
statement in the topical report and in the proposed TS Bases is not sufficient.  

Response 
The proposed surveillance requirements provide two distinct ice mass requirements. The 
individual basket minimum blowdown ice mass is derived from the plant's safety analysis and is 
applicable to each individual basket. The total quantity of ice mass is also derived from the plant's 
safety analysis and is applicable to populations of baskets. The Radial Zone total ice mass 
requirements provide assurance that the total ice mass resident within radial sections of the ice bed 
is consistent with the safety analysis. The individual basket minimum (i.e., minimum blowdown 
limit) provides assurance that individual basket mass will not be depleted during the initial 
blowdown. The total ice mass requirement provides assurance that the ice condenser has an 
adequate energy suppression capability to limit the long-term peak containment pressure.  

The containment analyses are performed for two distinct periods. The blowdown period is 
addressed within the short-term containment pressurization analysis (TMD). The containment 
integrity analysis is addressed within the long-term LOTIC analysis (for the Duke plants, the long-
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term analysis is addressed by the GOTHIC model, which substantiates the LOTIC results). A large 
variation in the ice mass stored within ice baskets is an ice mass maldistribution, and effectively 
represents a potential "burn-through" scenario. As previously described, there is a limited (actively 
managed) variation in the mass within any ice basket. Variation in the blowdown flow entering the 
ice condenser is a blowdown maldistribution, which represents another potential "burn-through" 
scenario. Both of these types of maldistribution result in a non-uniform depletion of the stored ice 
mass. Ice condenser maldistribution is a parameter in both the TMD and LOTIC analyses of 
containment response. Within both the TMD and the LOTIC analyses of containment, the ice 
condenser is modeled as six individual vertical segments.  

As previously described, the response of the ice condenser to the DBA was predicted by analysis 
and testing. During the initial design and licensing of the ice condenser containment concept, the 
effects of maldistribution (leading to early "burn-through") were investigated and reviewed. These 
reviews are documented within topical WCAPs and in the licensing bases for D.C. Cook Nuclear 
Plant (the first ice condenser), including those WCAPs previously listed within the response to 
question #4A, and also WCAP-8077, "Ice Condenser Containment Pressure Transient Analysis 
Methods," April 1973. The latter report contains details regarding the Transient Mass Distribution 
(TMD) code short-term analysis and analytical models, as well as Waltz Mill test comparisons.  
Related documentation in the D.C. Cook FSAR, Appendix J, "Ice Condenser Containment 
Independent Analysis Program - Final Report," dated April 1972, includes an independent review 
of the ice condenser containment concept for the D.C. Cook design as well as a review of the 
Sequoyah, Watts Bar and McGuire designs.  

A maldistribution factor was used within both the short-term and long-term containment analyses.  
The maldistribution factors are input into the LOTIC analysis and are derived from the TMD 
analyses. Two maldistribution factors, blowdown maldistribution and post-blowdown 
maldistribution, are calculated for each of the six ice bed analytical sections. Blowdown 
maldistribution is the maldistribution that LOTIC uses during the blowdown period. The duration 
of the blowdown period is from the instant of a loss of coolant accident until the end of blowdown.  
The post-blowdown maldistribution is an input into the LOTIC analysis to define the flow 
distribution into the various ice bed sections during the long term energy release period. This 
period starts at the end of the blowdown and includes the energy release from core reflood and 
decay heat generation to the end of the accident. The LOTIC analysis uses flow distribution into 
the six analytical sections of the ice bed as input. Maldistribution specified the fraction of the total 
flow entering an ice condenser section and is used to determine flow distribution. (Reference Cook 
Plant FSAR, Appendix N, Question 11, Amendment 45, dated July, 1973) 

Maldistribution in the post-blowdown period can result in a lower peak containment pressure. If 
the individual sections of the ice condenser melt unevenly and form channels for decay heat to 
pass through the ice bed into upper containment, the upper containment spray system can 
condense this steam and, thus, preserve the remaining ice for a longer period of time. When the 
other ice bed sections bum through later in time, decay heat boil-off has decreased and, therefore, 
the peak calculated containment pressure will decrease.  

6. Technical Specification Travelers Form, TSTF-429, proposed B Surveillance 
Requirement 3.6.15.2, Insert D, 3d paragraph states that any method chosen by the licensee will 
include procedural allowances for the accuracy of the method used. Please explain the "procedural 
allowances." Is there any calibration requirement included in the procedures for the method 
chosen? 

Response 
In designing the proposed ice mass surveillance requirements, ICUG determined that in order to 
adequately address the fact that certain ice baskets naturally become stuck (and therefore not 
liftable by conventional means), methods for determining the mass of these stuck baskets must be
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utilized. Since these methods of measurement would be intended to satisfy a surveillance 
requirement, the error involved in these techniques must be quantified and documented in 
accordance with 10CFR50, Appendix B criteria. As such, there will be procedural allowances 
made for any methodology used in determining ice basket mass for the proposed surveillance, 
whether it is done by direct lifting, ICEMAN' projection, or Visual Inspection.  

Chapter II of the topical report discusses the approach Licensees will take in addressing the 
procedural allowances for a given technique. For Manual Lifting (as with a lifting rig), calibration 
against a standard is ongoing industry practice. For alternative methods, such as ICEMANTM 
projection or Visual Inspection, documentation of historical data obtained using the method 
benchmarked against more accurate methods (i.e., lifting) will serve to identify random error 
values associated with the procedure. Over time, the accumulation of this data (and more 
experience with the technique) should show a decreasing random error value, which will in turn 
reduce the procedural allowance that must be made to account for it in the determination of total 
ice mass.  

Since the limited conditions for operability defined in the proposed ice mass surveillance 
requirements identify only the minimum (i.e., design basis) quantities of ice mass needed, 
allowances for measurement error must be made on a procedural basis and tied to the statistical 
analysis of the overall ice bed. Chapter III of the topical report addresses the use of different mass 
determination techniques with different error values in the statistical analysis.  

7. On page v, under Sampling without replacement, the use of the term "sample population" is 
misleading. The leading sentence could be improved by wording as: "Taking samples from a 
parent population wherein each basket in the population can appear only once in the sample." Use 
of the term "sample population" persists throughout the topical report; consider revising it.  

Response 
The term "sample population", as used in this topical report, was intended to convey the fact that 
in the proposed ice mass surveillance requirement sampling plan, a sub-population of at least 
thirty sample ice baskets is randomly selected for statistical analysis from a parent population (in 
this case, the 648-basket parent population being defined by a three-row Radial Zone). This will 
be clarified in the topical report.  

8. Table 2-1 gives statistics as obtained from 9,470 measurements by ICEMANTM and shows that 
ICEMANTM, on the average, underestimates the true weight (measured by lifting) by 13 lbs.  
Because underestimates are conservative, they are acceptable. However, Table 2-1 should give a 
breakdown by radial row, as different radial rows typically have different means and, perhaps, 
different standard deviations.  

Response 
The data contained in Table 2-1 is labeled "Reference Only" and intended for illustrative purposes, 
to compare the different mass determination methods and show the relative accuracy of the 
different methods. Plant specific data may be different from this Table. Based on the reviewer's 
comments, the data used to develop Table 2-1 was re-analyzed to determine the mean difference 
and standard deviation between ICEMAN' and manual lifting determined by row. There are 
several conclusions drawn from this re-analysis of the data used for Table 2-1: 

"* The mean difference between the ICEMAN' and manual mass determination techniques 
remains negative (i.e., conservative) over all of the Radial Rows in the ice bed.  

"* The mean difference gets closer to zero in Rows 2 - 6 (i.e., less negative), since in these 
rows the ICEMANTM prediction is closer to the actual mass, and the mean difference 
becomes larger (more negative) towards the Containment and Crane Wall (rows 1 and 9, 
respectively).
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The standard deviations in Table 2-1 evaluated by row show a similar distribution to that 
of the mean; i.e., the standard deviation is closer to zero in the middle rows of the ice bed 
(Rows 2 - 6) because the ICEMAN' code predicts the actual masses better, and the 
standard deviation increases as the rows move outward toward the Containment and 
Crane Wall.  

9. On Page 111-2, in the middle of the page under the radical sign, Xn should be Xi, an obvious 
misprint. Similarly, following the radical sign, change Xn to Xi and n-th sample to i-th sample.  

Response 
This change will be made in the topical report.  

10. Page 111-2, last paragraph, is too vague. When is it appropriate to use Equation 3.1 or 3.2? How 
low must the accuracy be before Equation 3.1 is insufficient and needs to be replaced by Equation 
3.2? 

Response 
For the purposes of the proposed surveillance requirements, the 95% confidence interval is one 
sided; i.e., only the lower bound (resulting in the lowest total estimated ice bed mass) of the 
interval is recognized in Equation 3.1 and Equation 3.2.  

The expressions (Equation 3.1 and Equation 3.2) identified in Chapter III of the topical report 
represent two statistically valid approaches to establishing the 95% confidence mean (gl-) of a 
randomly selected sample of ice baskets. Equation 3.1 is the simpler and more conservative 
approach, accounting for accuracy in the measurement of individual basket mass directly, and also 
via the standard deviation of the sample mean. Equation 3.1 can be used even if the accuracy 
involved in the measurement of individual basket mass is low; in the case of ice condenser 
maintenance (as described in the topical report), this approach may result in unreasonably 
conservative (i.e., low) estimates of basket mass and add unnecessary work scope to an outage 
through the need for expanded sampling. Since one of the goals of the proposed ice mass 
surveillance requirements is to remove unnecessary conservatism and prevent differing 
interpretations of TS compliance in the industry, Equation 3.2 was developed as a follow-on to 
Equation 3.1, accounting for individual basket mass measurement error via a more refined 
methodology which allows the use of different mass determination methods (with different 
accuracies). While the approach used in Equation 3.2 still partially accounts for measurement error 
through the standard deviation (as in Equation 3.1), by accounting for individual basket mass 
accuracy in the error of the mean the resulting 95% confidence sample mean is more realistic, 
which provides a more consistent industry basis for assuring TS compliance. This can be seen in 
the results of the example analysis of a hypothetical ice bed (see topical report Table 3-2).  

For the purpose of compliance with the proposed total ice mass surveillance requirements, which 
includes the use of different methods of ice basket mass determination and different measurement 
accuracies, Equation 3.2 will be the methodology implemented.  

11. On page 111-3, under Sample Size, the first parenthetical statement is inappropriate. There are 
several distributions that are bell-shaped and symmetric but are not normal.  

Response 
The parenthetical statement will be removed in the topical report.  

12. On page 111-7, under Note 2, below Table 3-1: if the error values are not equal to one-sigma, then 
what are they? Also Note 2, below Table 3-1, states that the given measurement random error is 
not the standard deviation. So, what is it?
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Response 
The error values given in Table 3-1 of the topical report (and in Table 2-1, from which they are 
recalled) are illustrative in nature and not intended to reflect actual plant-specific error values. For 
this reason, the tables were identified as "Reference Only" in the report. The values shown in the 
tables were generated (for the purposes of the topical report) from industry databases and 
represent, in addition, a general "comfort level" with a given mass determination technique. For 
example, the data for ICEMANT' resides primarily with the Duke Energy plants, since this 
technology has existed at those plants for a longer period of time. In the case of Visual Inspection, 
the TVA plants have more experience and actual data. From the compiled industry data that 
currently exists, the one-sigma values for the ICEMAN' and the Visual Inspection mass 
determination techniques are about [69] lb and [177] lb respectively, as noted in topical report 
Table 2-1. Upon implementation of the proposed surveillance requirements, procedural allowances 
made for random error will be documented formally at each plant as described in the response to 
question #1B.  

13. Table 3-1, page 111-7, gives the standard deviation for visual inspection random error as 300 lbs.  
This standard deviation is 20 times larger than that for the manual lifting. Since most 
measurements usually are within two standard deviations of the mean, the visual inspection would 
not appear to provide the necessary confidence level in meeting the 1071 lb minimum, single 
basket weight criterion. Please discuss why the visual inspection method is a viable option in 
determining ice mass.  

Response 
The error values given in Table 3-1 of the topical report (and in Table 2-1, from which they are 
recalled) are illustrative in nature and not intended to reflect actual plant specific error values. For 
this reason, the tables were identified as "Reference Only" in the report. In addition, the 
confidence level is preserved by the use of a one-sided interval (as described in Chapter III of the 
topical report), which always reduces the mass of a given sample ice basket.  

The values shown in the tables were generated (for the purposes of the topical report) from 
industry databases and represent a general "comfort level" with a given mass determination 
technique. For example, the data for ICEMAN' resides primarily with the Duke Energy plants, 
since this technology has existed at those plants for a longer period of time. Consequently, the 
error applied to this technique at those plants is __.[40] lb, which is slightly lower than the industry
generic standard deviation reported in Table 2-1 of the topical report. In the case of the Visual 
Inspection technique, the TVA plants have more experience and actual data; the reported standard 
deviation is [177] lb based on this (again, from Table 2-1). The assumed random error of ±[300] lb 
is a general value based on little Visual Inspection technique data. Additional use of this technique 
may allow the error in this type of measurement to be reduced. Again, for the purposes of the 
topical report, the values for assumed random error are intended to be illustrative, outlining the 
concept of alternate mass determination techniques as opposed to describing a finalized value. It is 
the intent of Licensees to frequently optimize the mass determination process for ice baskets, 
requiring that the standard deviations be adjusted for newly obtained data.  

Since the proposed ice mass surveillance requirements no longer contain an individual ice basket 
mass limit (other than the minimum blowdown ice mass limit), but rather assure that total ice mass 
limited conditions for operability are met via the mean mass of the ice baskets in a given Radial 
Zone, the lower accuracy of the Visual Inspection technique is not as directly significant when 
used on a fraction of a given Radial Zone sample. However, if this methodology is to be utilized 
more extensively in assessing ice bed mass for the surveillance, this low accuracy may result in 
expanded samples in certain Radial Zones (see response to question #14), and due to the inherent 
conservatism of the method may also cause a given Radial Zone to fail (perhaps unnecessarily) the 
surveillance altogether. For this reason, plant-specific ice basket mass determination techniques 
will likely become more accurate over time; this in turn will necessitate increasingly accurate as
found ice basket mass data.
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14. On page 111-15, Table 3-5, under Ice Mass Sampling Plan Recommendations, the recommendation 
for item 3, on sample expansion, is open to different interpretations. The recommendation should 
state the exact sample size expansion when one, two, or x number of light baskets are found.  

Response 
The proposed ice mass surveillance requirements directly distinguish a potentially deficient 
individual ice basket through the minimum required blowdown ice mass. As described in the 
topical report, any basket found to be below the minimum blowdown ice mass limit 
(approximately [400] lb, depending on the plant) is considered inoperable and requires entry into 
the TS Remedial Action. In this event, an expanded sample is not allowed to exit the surveillance.  

The statement referred to in the topical report under Ice Mass Sampling Plan Recommendations, 
however, does relate to expanding the sample in a Radial Zone if the initial 30-basket sample 
analysis shows the mean ice mass per basket will not support the total ice mass requirement for 
that Zone. In effect, this approach allows Licensees to expand the sample beyond the initial 30 
baskets (including eventually expanding it to encompass all baskets in the Radial Zone). If 
sufficient ice is not present to meet the Radial Zone ice mass requirements when all ice baskets in 
a Zone are included in the analysis, then the TS Remedial Action must be entered (for a schematic 
of the overall process, see Figure 0-1 in the topical report).  

The topical report (Chapter III) describes the reasoning associated with the proposed surveillance 
requirement's definition of a 30-basket sample. Utilizing the stratified sampling approach, the ice 
bed was divided into three distinct radially-oriented ice basket populations, as opposed to a single 
population including all ice baskets, as is currently done. Because the ice baskets in the ice bed 
tend to sublimate over an operating cycle at different rates (some significantly), treating the entire 
ice bed as a single Zone could subject the 95% confidence sample analysis to higher standard 
deviation values, and consequently increase the error of the mean. As Figure 3-2 in the topical 
report shows, for sample sizes more than about 30 baskets, the error of the mean term in the 95% 
confidence analysis levels out. By establishing a 30-basket sample size in each of three Radial 
Zones the net effect is to sample the entire ice bed with a sample size of 90 baskets, with each 30
basket radial subset focused on ice baskets that experience similar sublimation rates. Using this 
stratified sampling approach, standard deviation values are specific to Radial Zones, more closely 
tied to actual ice basket mass behavior, and as a result the accuracy of the 95% confidence mean is 
increased. It can be noted that a 95% confidence level in the Radial Zone mass could be achieved 
with fewer samples; however, as the number of samples decreases, the error of the mean term in 
Equations 3.1 and 3.2 increases. Since this term always reduces the 95% confidence mean (il-i) 
for the mass analysis (for surveillance purposes, the interval is one-sided), it effectively reduces 
available ice mass for satisfying the surveillance. The industry chose a sample size for each Radial 
Zone that balances the accuracy of the Zone mass analysis and the amount of physical effort 
required to achieve it.  

In general, since the 30-basket sample size in each Radial Zone is adequate to assure 95% 
confidence, the expanded sample, if it is required, can be any increased size the Licensee deems 
necessary based on the data obtained in the initial sample. For example, in the unlikely event that 
an initial sample shows a deficiency of ice in Radial Zone A in excess of the expected sublimation, 
an anomaly would be indicated, and a large expanded sample would be the prudent response to 
ensure the minimum ice mass requirements for the Zone are met and to assist in isolating the 
nature of the anomaly.  

The topical report did not specify an exact procedure for expanding the sample, focusing instead 
on the statistical validity of the concept of expansion as necessary to achieve the intent of the 
proposed surveillance requirements; i.e., ensuring that adequate ice mass is present for the ice bed 
to perform its safety function. In industry practice, plant specific procedures controlled by 
1OCFR50, Appendix B and 10CFR50.59 will document the expansion process itself.
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